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Chapter 9 

Predictive Analysis to Support Fog  

Application Deployment 

Antonio Brogi, Stefano Forti, Ahmad Ibrahim 

9.1 Introduction  

 

Connected devices are changing the way we live and work. In the next years, the Inter-

net of Things (IoT) is expected to bring more and more intelligence around us, being 

embedded in or interacting with the objects that we will use daily.  Self-driving cars, 

autonomous domotics systems, energy production plants, agricultural lands, supermar-

kets, healthcare, embedded AI will more and more exploit devices and Things that are 

an integral part of the Internet and of our existence without us being aware of them.  

CISCO foresees 50 billion of connected entities (people, machines and connected 

Things) by 2020 [1], and estimates they will have generated around 600 Zettabytes of 

information by that time, only 10% of which will be useful to some purpose [2]. Fur-

thermore, Cloud connection latencies are not adequate to host real-time tasks such as 

life-saving connected devices, augmented reality, or gaming [3]. In such a perspective, 

the need to provide processing power, storage and networking capabilities to run IoT 

applications closer to sensors and actuators has been highlighted by various authors, 

such as [4], [5].  

Fog computing [6] aims at selectively pushing computation closer to where data is 

produced, by exploiting a geographically distributed multitude of heterogeneous de-

vices (e.g., gateways, micro-datacenters, embedded servers, personal devices) spanning 
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the continuum from Cloud to Things. On one hand, this will enable low-latency re-

sponses to (and analysis of) sensed events, on the other hand, it will relax the need for 

(high) bandwidth availability from/to the Cloud [7]. Overall, Fog computing is expected 

to fruitfully extend the IoT+Cloud scenario, enabling Quality-of-Service- (QoS) and 

context-aware application deployments [5].  

Modern applications usually consist of many independently deployable compo-

nents – each with its hardware, software and IoT requirements –  that interact together 

distributedly. Such interactions may have stringent QoS requirements – typically on 

latency and bandwidth –  to be fulfilled for the deployed application to work as expected 

[3]. If some application components (i.e., functionalities) are naturally suited to the 

Cloud (e.g., service back-ends) and others are naturally suited to edge devices (e.g., 

industrial control loops), there are some applications for which functionality segmenta-

tion is not as straightforward (e.g., short to medium term analytics). Supporting deploy-

ment decision in the Fog also requires comparing a multitude of offerings where pro-

viders can deploy applications to their infrastructure integrated with the Cloud, with the 

IoT, with federated Fog devices as well as with user-managed devices. Moreover, de-

termining deployments of a multi-component application to a given Fog infrastructure, 

whilst satisfying its functional and non-functional constraints, is an NP-hard problem 

[8].  

As highlighted in [9], novel Fog architectures call for modelling complex applica-

tions and infrastructures, based on accurate models of application deployment and be-

havior to predict their runtime performance, also relying on historical data [10]. Algo-

rithms and methodologies are to be devised to help deciding how to map each applica-

tion functionality (i.e., component) to a substrate of heterogeneously capable and vari-

ably available nodes [11]. All of this, including node mobility management, and taking 
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into possible variations in the QoS of communication links (fluctuating bandwidth, la-

tency and jitter over time) supporting component-component interactions as well as the 

possibility for deployed components to remotely interact with the IoT via proper inter-

faces [10]. Moreover, other orthogonal constraints such as QoS-assurance, operational 

cost targets, and administration or security policies should be considered when selecting 

candidate deployments.  

Clearly, manually determining Fog applications (re-)deployments is a time-con-

suming, error-prone and costly operations, and deciding which deployments may per-

form better – without enacting them – is difficult. Modern enterprise IT is eager for 

tools that permit to virtually compare business scenarios and to design both pricing 

schemes and SLAs by exploiting what-if analyses [12] and predictive methodologies, 

abstracting unnecessary details.  

In this chapter, we present an extended version of FogTorchΠ [13] [14], a pro-

totype based on a model of the IoT+Fog+Cloud scenario to support application deploy-

ment in the Fog. FogTorchΠ permits to express processing capabilities, QoS attributes 

(viz., latency and bandwidth) and operational costs (i.e., costs of virtual instances, 

sensed data) of a Fog infrastructure, along with processing and QoS requirements of an 

application. In short, FogTorchΠ:  

(1) determines the deployments of an application over a Fog infrastructure that 

meet all application (processing, IoT and QoS) requirements,  

(2) predicts the QoS-assurance of such deployments against variations in the 

latency and bandwidth of communications links, and 

(3) returns an estimate of the Fog resource consumption and a monthly cost of 

each deployment.  
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Overall, the current version of FogTorchΠ features (i) QoS-awareness to achieve la-

tency reduction, bandwidth savings and to enforce business policies, (ii) context-aware-

ness to suitably exploit both local and remote resources, and (iii) cost-awareness to 

determine the most cost-effective deployments among the eligible ones. 

FogTorchΠ models the QoS of communication links by using probability dis-

tributions (based on historical data), describing variations in featured latency or band-

width over time, depending on network conditions. To handle input probability distri-

butions and to estimate the QoS-assurance of different deployments, FogTorchΠ ex-

ploits the Monte Carlo method [17]. FogTorchΠ also exploits a novel cost model that 

extends existing pricing schemes for the Cloud to Fog computing scenarios, whilst in-

troducing the possibility of integrating such schemes with financial costs that originate 

from the exploitation of IoT devices (Sensing-as-a-Service [15] subscriptions or data 

transfer costs) in the deployment of applications. We show and discuss how predictive 

tools like FogTorchΠ can help IT experts in deciding how to distribute application com-

ponents over Fog infrastructures in a QoS-and context-aware manner, also considering 

cost of Fog application deployments. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. After introducing a motivating 

example of a smart building application (Section 9.2), we describe FogTorchΠ predic-

tive models and algorithms (Section 9.3). Then, we present and discuss the results ob-

tained by applying FogTorchΠ to the motivating example (Section 9.4). Afterward, 

some related work and a comparison with the iFogSim simulator are provided (Section 

9.5). Finally, we highlight future research directions (Section 9.6) and draw some con-

cluding remarks (Section 9.7). 
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9.2 Motivating Example: Smart Building 

Consider a simple Fog application (Figure 9.1) that manages fire alarm, heating and 

air conditioning systems, interior lighting, and security cameras of a smart building. 

The application consists of three microservices: 

• IoTController, interacting with the connected cyber-physical systems, 

• DataStorage, storing all sensed information for future use and employing ma-

chine learning techniques to update sense-act rules of the IoTController so to 

optimize heating and lighting management based on previous experience and/or 

on people behavior, and 

• Dashboard, aggregating and visualizing collected data and videos, as well as 

allowing users to interact with the system. 

 

 

Figure 9.1. Fog application of the motivating example1. 

 

 

                                              
1 Links are labelled with the QoS required to support them in terms of latency and download/upload bandwidth. 

Arrows on the links indicate the upload direction. 
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Table 9.1. Hardware specification for different VM types. 

 

VM Type vCPUs RAM (GB) HDD (GB) 

tiny 1 1 10 

small 1 2 20 

medium 2 4 40 

large 4 8 80 

xlarge 8 16 160 

 

Each microservice represents an independently deployable component of the ap-

plication [16] and has hardware and software requirements in order to function properly 

(as indicated in the grey boxes associated with components in Figure 9.1). Hardware 

requirements are expressed in terms of the virtual machine (VM) types2 listed in Table 

9.1 and must be fulfilled by the VM that will host the deployed component. 

Application components must cooperate so that well-defined levels of service are 

met by the application. Hence, communication links supporting component-component 

interactions should provide suitable end-to-end latency and bandwidth (e.g., the 

IoTController should reach the DataStorage within 160 ms and have at least 0.5 Mbps 

download and 3.5 Mbps upload free bandwidths). Component-Things interactions have 

similar constraints, and also specify the sampling rates at which IoTController is ex-

pected to query Things at runtime (e.g., the IoTController should reach a fire_sensor, 

queried once per minute, within 100 ms, having at least 0.1 Mbps download and 0.5 

Mbps upload free bandwidths).  

Figure 9.2 shows the infrastructure – two Cloud data centers, three Fog nodes and 

nine Things – selected by the system integrators in charge of deploying the smart build-

ing application for one of their customers. The deployed application will have to exploit 

all the Things connected to Fog 1 and the weather_station_3 at Fog 3. Furthermore, the 

customer owns Fog 2, what makes deploying components to that node cost-free. 

                                              
2 Adapted from Openstack Mitaka flavors: https://docs.openstack.org/. 
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All Fog and Cloud nodes are associated with pricing schemes either to lease an 

instance of a certain VM type (e.g., a tiny instance at Cloud 2 costs €7 per month), or 

to build on-demand instances by selecting the required number of cores and the needed 

amount of RAM and HDD to support a given component. 

 

Figure 9.2. Fog infrastructure of the motivating example3. 

 

Fog nodes offer software capabilities, along with consumable (i.e., RAM, HDD) 

and non-consumable (i.e., CPUs) hardware resources. Similarly, Cloud nodes offer 

software capabilities, whilst Cloud hardware is considered unbounded assuming that, 

when needed, one can always purchase extra instances. 

Finally, Table 9.2 lists the QoS of the end-to-end communication links sup-

ported by the infrastructure of Figure 9.2, connecting Fog and Cloud nodes. They are 

represented as probability distributions based on real data4, to account for variations in 

the QoS they provide. Mobile communication links at Fog 2 initially feature a 3G In-

ternet access. As per the current technical proposals (e.g., [6] and [10]), we assume Fog 

and Cloud nodes being able to access directly connected Things as well as Things at 

                                              
3 Arrows on the links in Figure 9.2 indicate the upload direction. 
4 Satellite: https://www.eolo.it, 3G/4G: https://www.agcom.it, VDSL: http://www.vodafone.it. 
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neighboring nodes via a specific middleware layer (through the associated communi-

cation links). 

Table 9.2. QoS profiles associated to the communication links. 

 
Dash Type Profile Latency Download Upload 

 

Satellite 

14M 
40 ms 

98%: 10.5 Mbps 

2%: 0 Mbps 

98%: 4.5 Mbps 

2%: 0 Mbps 

 

3G 54 ms 
99.6%: 9.61 Mbps 

0.4%: 0 Mbps 

99.6%: 2.89 Mbps 

0.4%: 0 Mbps 

4G 53 ms 
99.3%: 22.67 Mbps 

0.7%: 0 Mbps 

99.4%: 16.97 Mbps 

0.6%: 0 Mbps 

 
VDSL 60 ms 60 Mbps 6 Mbps 

 
Fiber 5 ms 1000 Mbps 1000 Mbps 

 
WLAN 15 ms 

90%: 32 Mbps 

10%: 16 Mbps 

90%: 32 Mbps 

10%: 16 Mbps 

  

Planning to sell the deployed solution for € 1,500 a month, the system integrators 

set the limit of the monthly deployment cost at € 850. Also, the customer requires the 

application to be compliant with the specified QoS requirements at least 98% of the 

time. Then, interesting questions for the system integrators before the first deployment 

of the application are, for instance: 

Q1(a) — Is there any eligible deployment of the application reaching all the 

needed Things at Fog 1 and Fog 3, and meeting the aforementioned financial (at 

most € 850 per month) and QoS-assurance (at least 98% of the time) constraints? 

Q1(b) — Which eligible deployments minimize resource consumption in the Fog 

layer so to permit future deployment of services and sales of virtual instances to 

other customers? 

Suppose also that with an extra monthly investment of € 20, system integrators can 

exploit a 4G connection at Fog 2. Then: 

Q2 — Would there be any deployment that complies with all previous requirements 

and reduces financial cost and/or consumed Fog resources if upgrading from 3G to 4G 

at Fog 2? 
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In Section 9.4, we will show how FogTorchΠ can be exploited to obtain answers 

to all the above questions. 

9.3 Predictive Analysis with FogTorchΠ 

9.3.1 Modelling Applications and Infrastructures 

FogTorchΠ [13][14] is an open-source Java prototype5 (based on the model presented 

in [8]) that determines eligible QoS-, context- and cost-aware multi-component appli-

cation deployments to Fog infrastructures.   

FogTorchΠ input consists of: 

i. a description of an infrastructure 𝐼 specifying the IoT devices, the Fog nodes 

and the Cloud data centers available for application deployment (each with its 

hardware and software capabilities), along with the probability distributions of 

the QoS (viz., latency, bandwidth) featured by the available (Cloud-to-Fog, 

Fog-to-Fog and Fog-to-Things) end-to-end communication links6 and cost for 

purchasing sensed data and for Cloud/Fog virtual instances,  

ii. a description of a multicomponent application 𝐴, specifying all hardware (e.g., 

CPU, RAM, storage), software (e.g., OS, libraries, frameworks) and IoT re-

quirements (e.g., which type of Things to exploit) of each component of the 

application, and the QoS (i.e., latency and bandwidth) needed to adequately sup-

port component-component and component-Thing interactions once the appli-

cation has been deployed, 

                                              
5 Freely available at https://github.com/di-unipi-socc/FogTorchPI/tree/multithreaded/. 
6 Actual implementations in Fog landscapes can exploit data from monitoring tools (e.g., [51],[52]) to get updated 

information on the state of the infrastructure I. 
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iii. a Things binding ϑ, mapping each IoT requirement of an application component 

to an actual Thing available in 𝐼, and 

iv. a deployment policy δ, white-listing the nodes where 𝐴 components can be de-

ployed7 according to security or business-related constraints. 

Figure 9.3 offers a bird’s-eye view of FogTorchΠ, with the input to the tool on the 

left-hand side and its output on the right-hand side. In the next sections we will present 

the backtracking search exploited by FogTorchΠ to determine the eligible deployments, 

the models used to estimate the Fog resource consumption and cost of such deploy-

ments, and the Monte Carlo method [17] employed to assess their QoS-assurance 

against variations in the latency and bandwidth featured by communication links. 

 

Figure 9.3. Bird’s-eye view of FogTorchΠ. 

9.3.2 Searching for Eligible Deployments 

Based on the input described in Section 9.3.1, FogTorchΠ determines all the eligible 

deployments of the components of an application 𝐴 to Cloud or Fog nodes in an infra-

structure 𝐼.  

An eligible deployment Δ maps each component γ of 𝐴 to a Cloud or Fog node 𝑛 in 

𝐼 so that: 

                                              
7 When δ is not specified for a component γ of 𝐴, γ can be deployed to any compatible node in 𝐼. 
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(1) 𝑛 complies with the specified deployment policy δ (viz., 𝑛 ∈ δ(γ)) and it satis-

fies the hardware and software requirements of γ,  

(2) the Things specified in the Things binding ϑ are all reachable from node 𝑛 (ei-

ther directly or through a remote end-to-end link), and 

(3) the hardware resources of 𝑛 are enough to deploy all components of 𝐴 mapped 

to 𝑛,  

(4) the component-component and component-Thing interactions QoS require-

ments (on latency and bandwidth) are all satisfied. 

To determine the eligible deployments of a given application 𝐴 to a given infra-

structure 𝐼 (complying with both 𝜗 and 𝛿), FogTorchΠ exploits a backtracking search, 

as illustrated in the algorithm of Figure 9.4. The preprocessing step (line 2) builds, for 

each software component γ ∈ 𝐴, the dictionary 𝐾[γ] of Fog and Cloud nodes that satisfy 

conditions (1) and (2) for a deployment to be eligible, and also meet the latency require-

ments for the Things requirements of component γ. If there exists even one component 

for which 𝐾[γ] is empty, the algorithm immediately returns an empty set of deploy-

ments (lines 3-5). Overall, the preprocessing completes in 𝑂(𝑁) time, with 𝑁 being the 

number of available Cloud and Fog nodes, having to check the capabilities of at most 

all Fog and Cloud nodes for each application component. 

 

Figure 9.4. Pseudocode of the exhaustive search algorithm. 

 

The call to the BACKTRACKSEARCH(𝐷, Δ, 𝐴, 𝐼, 𝐾, 𝜗) procedure (line 7) inputs the 

result of the preprocessing and looks for eligible deployments. It visits a (finite) search 
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space tree having at most 𝑁 nodes at each level and height equals to the number Γ of 

components of 𝐴. As sketched in Figure 9.5, each node in the search space represents a 

(partial) deployment Δ, where the number of deployed components corresponds to the 

level of the node. The root corresponds to an empty deployment, nodes at level 𝑖 are 

partial deployments of 𝑖 components, and leaves at level Γ contain complete eligible 

deployments. Edges from one node to another represent the action of deploying a com-

ponent to some Fog or Cloud node. Thus, search completes in 𝑂(𝑁Γ) time. 

 

Figure 9.5. Search space to find eligible deployments of 𝑨 to 𝑰. 

 

At each recursive call, BACKTRACKSEARCH (𝐷, Δ, 𝐴, 𝐼, 𝐾, ϑ) first checks whether 

all components of 𝐴 have been deployed by the currently attempted deployment and, if 

so, it adds the found deployment to set 𝐷 (lines 2–3) as listed in Figure 9.6, and returns 

to the caller (line 4). Otherwise, it selects a component still to be deployed (SELECTUND-

EPLOYEDCOMPONENT (Δ, 𝐴)) and it attempts to deploy it to a node chosen in 𝐾[γ] (SE-

LECTDEPLOYMENTNODE(𝐾[γ], 𝐴). The ISELIGIBLE (Δ, γ, 𝑛, 𝐴, 𝐼, ϑ) procedure (line 8) 

checks conditions (3) and (4) for a deployment to be eligible and, when they hold, the 

DEPLOY (Δ, γ, 𝑛, 𝐴, 𝐼, ϑ) procedure (line 9) decreases the available hardware resources 
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and bandwidths in the infrastructure, according to the new deployment association.  UN-

DEPLOY (Δ, γ, 𝑛, 𝐼, 𝐴, ϑ) (line 11) performs the inverse operation of DEPLOY 

(Δ, γ, 𝑛, 𝐴, 𝐼, ϑ), releasing resources and freeing bandwidth when backtracking on a de-

ployment association.  

 

Figure 9.6. Pseudocode for the backtracking search. 

9.3.3 Estimating resource consumption and cost 

Procedure FINDDEPLOYMENTS(𝐴, 𝐼, 𝛿, 𝜗) computes an estimate of Fog resource con-

sumption and of the monthly cost8 of each given deployment. 

The Fog resource consumption that is output by FogTorchΠ indicates the aggre-

gated averaged percentage of consumed RAM and storage in the set of Fog nodes9 𝐹, 

considering all deployed application components 𝛾 ∈ 𝐴. Overall, resource consumption 

is computed as the average 

1

2
(

∑ 𝑅𝐴𝑀(𝛾)𝛾∈𝐴

∑ 𝑅𝐴𝑀(𝑓)𝑓∈𝐹
+

∑ 𝐻𝐷𝐷(𝛾)𝛾∈𝐴

∑ 𝐻𝐷𝐷(𝑓)𝑓∈𝐹
) 

                                              
8 Cost computation is performed on-the-fly during the search step, envisioning the possibility to exploit cost as a 

heuristic to lead the search algorithm towards a best candidate deployment. 
9 The actual implementation of FogTorchΠ permits to choose a subset of all the available Fog nodes in 𝐼 on which 

to compute Fog resource consumption. 
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where 𝑅𝐴𝑀(𝛾), 𝐻𝐷𝐷(𝛾) indicate the amount of resources needed by component 

𝛾, and 𝑅𝐴𝑀(𝑓), 𝐻𝐷𝐷(𝑓)  are the total amount of such resources that is available at 

node f. 

To compute the estimate of the monthly cost of deployment for application 𝐴 to 

infrastructure 𝐼 we propose a novel cost model that extends to Fog computing previous 

efforts in Cloud cost modelling [18] and includes costs due to IoT [19], and software 

costs. 

At any Cloud or Fog node 𝑛, our cost model considers that a hardware offering 

𝐻 can be either a default VM (Table 9.1) offered at a fixed monthly fee or an on-demand 

VM (built with an arbitrary amount of cores, RAM and HDD). Being 𝑅 the set of re-

sources considered when building on-demand VMs (viz., R = {𝐶𝑃𝑈, 𝑅𝐴𝑀, 𝐻𝐷𝐷}), the 

estimated monthly cost for a hardware offering 𝐻 at node 𝑛 is:   

𝑝(𝐻, 𝑛) = {

𝑐(𝐻, 𝑛)                    

∑[𝐻. 𝜌 × 𝑐(𝜌, 𝑛)]

𝜌∈𝑅

   
if H is a default VM           
if H is an on-demand VM 

where 𝑐(𝐻, 𝑛) is the monthly cost of a default VM offering 𝐻 at Fog or Cloud 

node 𝑛, whilst 𝐻. ρ indicates the amount of resources ρ ∈ 𝑅 used by10 the on-demand 

VM represented by 𝐻, and 𝑐(ρ, 𝑛) is the unit monthly cost at 𝑛 for resource ρ. 

Analogously, for any given Cloud or Fog node 𝑛, a software offering 𝑆 can be 

either a predetermined software bundle or an on-demand subset of the software capa-

bilities available at 𝑛 (each sold separately). The estimated monthly cost for 𝑆 at node 

𝑛 is: 

𝑝(𝑆, 𝑛) = {

𝑐(𝑆, 𝑛)      

∑ 𝑐(𝑠, 𝑛)

𝑠∈𝑆

   
if S is a bundle          
if S is on-demand      

                                              
10 Capped by the maximum amount purchasable at any chosen Cloud or Fog node. 
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where 𝑐(𝑆, 𝑛) is the cost for the software bundle 𝑆 at node 𝑛, and 𝑐(𝑠, 𝑛) is the 

monthly cost of a single software 𝑠 at 𝑛.  

Finally, in Sensing-as-a-Service [15] scenarios, a Thing offering 𝑇 exploiting 

an actual Thing 𝑡 can be offered at a monthly subscription fee or through a pay-per-

invocation mechanism. Then, the cost of offering T at Thing 𝑡 is: 

𝑝(𝑇, 𝑡) = {
𝑐(𝑇, 𝑡)      
𝑇. 𝑘 × 𝑐(𝑡)

   
if T is subscription based          
if T is pay-per-invocation         

 

where 𝑐(T, 𝑡) is the monthly subscription fee for T at 𝑡, while T. 𝑘 is the number of 

monthly invocations expected over 𝑡, and 𝑐(𝑡) is the cost per invocation at 𝑡 (including 

Thing usage and/or data transfer costs). 

Assume that Δ is an eligible deployment for an application 𝐴 to an infrastructure 

𝐼, as introduced in Section 9.3. In addition, let γ ∈ 𝐴 be a component of the considered 

application 𝐴, and let γ. ℋ, γ. Σ and γ. Θ be its hardware, software and Things require-

ments, respectively. Overall, the expected monthly cost for a given deployment Δ can 

be first approximated by combining the previous pricing schemes as: 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(Δ, 𝜗, 𝐴) =  ∑ [𝑝(𝛾. ℋ̅, Δ(𝛾)) + 𝑝(𝛾. Σ̅, Δ(𝛾)) + ∑ 𝑝(𝑟, 𝜗(𝑟))

𝑟∈𝛾.Θ̅

]

𝛾∈𝐴

 

Although the above formula provides an estimate of the monthly cost for a given 

deployment, yet it does not feature a way to select the “best” offering to match the 

application requirements at the VM, software and IoT levels. Particularly, it may lead 

the choice always to on-demand and pay-per-invocation offerings when the application 

requirements do not match exactly default or bundled offerings, or when a Cloud pro-

vider does not offer a particular VM type (e.g., starting its offerings from medium). This 

can lead to overestimating the monthly deployment cost. 
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For instance, consider the infrastructure of Figure 9.2 and the hardware requirements 

of a component to be deployed to Cloud 2, specified as 𝑅 = {CPU : 1, RAM : 1GB, HDD 

: 20GB}. Since no exact matching exists between the requirements 𝑅 and the offerings 

at Cloud 2, this first cost model would select an on-demand instance, and estimate its 

cost of €3011. However, Cloud 2 also provides a small instance that can satisfy the re-

quirements at a (lower) cost of €25. 

Since larger VM types always satisfy smaller hardware requirements, bundled soft-

ware offerings may satisfy multiple software requirements at a lower price, and sub-

scription-based Thing offerings can be more or less convenient depending on the num-

ber of invocations on a given Thing, some policy must be used to choose the “best” 

offerings for each software, hardware and Thing requirement of an application compo-

nent. In what follows, we refine our cost model to also account for this. 

A requirement-to-offering matching policy 𝑝𝑚(𝑟, 𝑛) matches hardware or software 

requirements 𝑟 of a component (𝑟 ∈ {γ. ℋ, γ. Σ}) to the estimated monthly cost of the 

offering that will support them at Cloud or Fog node 𝑛, and a Thing requirement 𝑟 ∈

γ. Θ to the estimated monthly cost of the offering that will support 𝑟 at Thing 𝑡.  

Overall, this refined version of the cost model permits to estimate the monthly cost 

of Δ including a cost-aware matching between application requirements and infrastruc-

ture offering (for hardware, software and IoT), chosen as per 𝑝𝑚. Hence: 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(Δ, 𝜗, 𝐴) =  ∑ [𝑝𝑚(𝛾. ℋ̅, Δ(𝛾)) + 𝑝𝑚(𝛾. Σ̅, Δ(𝛾)) + ∑ 𝑝𝑚(𝑟, 𝜗(𝑟))

𝑟∈𝛾.Θ̅

]

𝛾∈𝐴

 

                                              
11 €30 = 1 CPU x €4/core + 1 GB RAM x €6/GB + 20 GB HDD x €1/GB 
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The current implementation of FogTorchΠ exploits a best-fit lowest-cost policy for 

choosing hardware, software and Thing offerings. Indeed, it selects the cheapest be-

tween the first default VM (from tiny to xlarge) that can support γ. ℋ at node 𝑛 and the 

on-demand offering built as per γ. ℋ. Likewise, software requirements in γ. Σ are 

matched with the cheapest compatible version available at 𝑛, and Thing per invocation 

offer is compared to monthly subscription so to select the cheapest12. 

Formally, the cost model used by FogTorchΠ can be expressed as: 

𝑝𝑚(ℋ̅, 𝑛) = min{𝑝(𝐻, 𝑛)} ∀𝐻 ∈ {default VMs, on-demand VM} ∧ 𝐻 ⊨ ℋ̅ 

𝑝𝑚(Σ̅, 𝑛) = min{𝑝(𝑆, 𝑛)} ∀𝑆 ∈ {on-demand, bundle} ∧ 𝑆 ⊨ Σ̅ 

𝑝𝑚(𝑟, 𝑡) = min{𝑝(𝑇, 𝑡)} ∀𝑇 ∈ {subscription,pay-per-invocation} ∧ 𝑇 ⊨ 𝑟 

where 𝑂 ⊨ 𝑅 reads as offering 𝑂 satisfies requirements 𝑅. 

It is worth noting that the proposed cost model separates the cost of purchasing 

VMs from the cost of purchasing the software. This choice keeps the modelling general 

enough to include both IaaS and PaaS Cloud offerings. Furthermore, even if we referred 

to VMs as the only deployment unit for application components, the model can be easily 

extended so to include other types of virtual instances (e.g., containers). 

9.3.4 Estimating QoS-assurance  

In addition to Fog resource consumption and cost, FogTorchΠ outputs an estimate of 

the QoS-assurance of output deployments. FogTorchΠ exploits the algorithms de-

scribed in Section 9.3.2 and parallel Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the QoS-as-

surance of output deployments, by aggregating the eligible deployments obtained when 

varying the QoS featured by the end-to-end communication links in 𝐼 (as per the given 

                                              
12 Other policies are also possible such as, for instance, selecting the largest offering that can accommodate a com-

ponent, or always increasing the component's requirements by some percentage (e.g., 10% before selecting the 

matching. 
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probability distributions). Figure 9.7 lists the pseudocode of FogTorchΠ overall func-

tioning. 

 

Figure 9.7. Pseudocode of the Monte Carlo simulation in FogTorchΠ. 

 

First, an empty (thread-safe) dictionary 𝐷 is created to contain key-value pairs 

⟨Δ, counter⟩, where the key (Δ) represents an eligible deployment and the value 

(counter) keeps track of how many times Δ will be generated during the Monte Carlo 

simulation (line 2). Then, the overall number 𝑛 of Monte Carlo runs is divided by the 

number 𝑤 of available worker threads13, each executing 𝑛𝑤 = ⌈𝑛/𝑤⌉ runs in a parallel 

for loop, modifying its own (local) copy of 𝐼 (lines 4–6).  At the beginning of each run 

of the simulation, each worker thread samples a state 𝐼𝑠 of the infrastructure following 

the probability distributions of the QoS of the communication links in 𝐼 (line 4).  

The function FINDDEPLOYMENTS(𝐴, 𝐼𝑠, ϑ, δ) (line 5) is the exhaustive (backtrack-

ing) search of Section 9.3.2 to determine the set 𝐸 of eligible deployments Δ of 𝐴 to 𝐼𝑠, 

i.e. deployments of 𝐴 that satisfy all processing and QoS requirements in that state of 

the infrastructure. The objective of this step is to look for eligible deployments, whilst 

dynamically simulating changes in the underlying network conditions. An example of 

                                              
13 The number of available worker threads can be set equal to the available physical or logical processors on the 

machine running FogTorchΠ. 
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sampling function that can be used to sample links QoS is shown in Figure 9.8, how-

ever, FogTorchΠ supports arbitrary probability distributions. 

 

Figure 9.8. Bernoulli sampling function example. 

 

At the end of each run, the set 𝐸 of eligible deployments of 𝐴 to 𝐼𝑠 is merged 

with 𝐷 as shown in Figure 9.7. The function UNIONUPDATE (𝐷, 𝐸) (line 6) updates 𝐷 

by adding deployments ⟨Δ, 1⟩ discovered during the last run (Δ ∈ 𝐸 ∖ 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑠(𝐷)) and by 

incrementing the counter of those deployments that had already been found in a pre-

vious run (Δ ∈ 𝐸 ∩ 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑠(𝐷)). 

After the parallel for loop is over, the output QoS-assurance of each deployment 

Δ is computed as the percentage of runs that generated Δ. Indeed, the more a deploy-

ment is generated during the simulation, the more it is likely to meet all desired QoS 

constraints in the actual infrastructure at varying QoS. Thus, at the end of the simulation 

(𝑛 ≥ 100,000), the QoS-assurance of each deployment Δ ∈ 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑠(𝐷) is computed by 

dividing the counter associated to Δ by 𝑛  (lines 8–10), i.e. by estimating how likely 

each deployment is to meet QoS constraints of 𝐴, considering variations in the commu-

nication links as per historical behavior of 𝐼. Finally, dictionary 𝐷 is returned (line 11). 

In the next section, we describe the results of FogTorchΠ running over the smart 

building example of Section 9.2 to get answers to the questions of the system integra-

tors. 
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9.4 Motivating Example (continued) 

In this section, we exploit FogTorchΠ to address the questions raised by the system 

integrators in the smart building example of Section 9.2. FogTorchΠ outputs the set of 

eligible deployments along with their estimated QoS-assurance, Fog resource consump-

tion and monthly cost as per Section 9.3. 

Table 9.3. Eligible deployments generated by FogTorchΠ for Q1 and Q214. 

 

Dep. ID IoTController DataStorage Dashboard 

 Fog 2 Fog 3 Cloud 2 

 Fog 2 Fog 3 Cloud 1 

 Fog 3 Fog 3 Cloud 1 

 Fog 2 Fog 3 Fog 1 

 Fog 1 Fog 3 Cloud 1 

 Fog 3 Fog 3 Cloud 2 

 Fog 3 Fog 3 Fog 2 

 Fog 3 Fog 3 Fog 1 

 Fog 1 Fog 3 Cloud 2 

 Fog 1 Fog 3 Fog 2 

 Fog 1 Fog 3 Fog 1 

 Fog 2 Cloud 2 Fog 1 

 Fog 2 Cloud 2 Cloud 1 

 Fog 2 Cloud 2 Cloud 2 

 Fog 2 Cloud 1 Cloud 2 

 Fog 2 Cloud 1 Cloud 1 

 Fog 2 Cloud 1 Fog 1 

 

 

For question Q1(a) and Q1(b): 

Q1(a) — Is there any eligible deployment of the application reaching all the 

needed Things at Fog 1 and Fog 3, and meeting the aforementioned financial (at 

most € 850 per month) and QoS-assurance (at least 98% of the time) constraints? 

                                              
14 Results and Python code to generate 3D plots as in Figures. 13.4 and 13.5 are available at: 
https://github.com/di-unipi-socc/FogTorchPI/tree/multithreaded/re-

sults/SMARTBUILDING18. 
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Q1(b) — Which eligible deployments minimize resource consumption in the Fog 

layer so to permit future deployment of services and sales of virtual instances to 

other customers? 

FogTorchΠ outputs 11 eligible deployments (1 — 11 in Table 9.3).  

It is worth recalling that we envision remote access to Things connected to Fog nodes 

from other Cloud and Fog nodes. In fact, some output deployments map components to 

nodes that do not directly connect to all the required Things. For instance, in the case 

of 1, IoTController is deployed to Fog 2 but the required Things (fire_sensor_1, 

light_control_1, thermostate_1, video_camera_1, weather_station_3) are attached to 

Fog 1 and Fog 3, still being reachable with suitable latency and bandwidth. 

Figure 9.9 only shows the five output deployments that satisfy the QoS and 

budget constraints imposed by the system integrators. 3, 4, 7 and 10 all feature 

100% QoS-assurance. Among them, 7 is the cheapest in terms of cost, consuming as 

much Fog resources as 4 and 10, although more with respect to 3. On the other 

hand, 2, still showing QoS-assurance above 98% and consuming as much Fog re-

sources as 3, can be a good compromise at the cheapest monthly cost of € 800, what 

answers question Q1(b). 

Finally, to answer question Q2: 

Q2 — Would there be any deployment that complies with all previous requirements 

and reduces financial cost and/or consumed Fog resources if upgrading from 3G to 4G 

at Fog 2? 

 we change the Internet access at Fog 2 from 3G to 4G. This increases the monthly 

expenses by € 20. Running FogTorchΠ now reveals six new eligible deployments (12 

— 17) in addition to the previous output. Among those, only 16 turns out to meet 

also the QoS and budget constraints that the system integrators require (Figure 9.10). 
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Interestingly, 16 costs € 70 less than the best candidate for Q1(b) (2), whilst sensibly 

reducing Fog resource consumption. Hence, overall, the change from 3G to 4G would 

lead to an estimated monthly saving of € 50 with 16 with respect to 2. 

 

 

Figure 9.9. Results15 for Q1(a) and Q1(b). 

 

The current FogTorchΠ prototype leaves to system integrators the final choice for a 

particular deployment, permitting them to freely select the “best” trade-off among QoS-

assurance, resource consumption and cost. Indeed, the analysis of application specific 

requirements (along with data on infrastructure behavior) can lead decision towards 

different segmentations of an application from the IoT to the Cloud, trying to determine 

the best trade-off among metrics that describe likely runtime behavior of a deployment 

                                              
15 The colormap in the figure shows Fog resource consumption. Data displayed on the 3D axes on top 

are also projected to 2D in the three plots at the bottom of the figure. 
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and make it possible to evaluate changes in the infrastructure (or in the application) 

before their actual implementation (what-if analysis [12]). 

 

 

Figure 9.10. Results16 for Q2. 

9.5 Related Work 

9.5.1 Cloud Application Deployment Support 

The problem of deciding how to deploy multi-component applications has been thor-

oughly studied in the Cloud scenario. Projects like SeaClouds [20], Aeolus [21]  or 

Cloud-4SOA [22], for instance, proposed model-driven optimized planning solutions 

to deploy software applications across multiple (IaaS or PaaS) Clouds. [23] proposed 

to use OASIS TOSCA [24] to model IoT applications in Cloud+IoT scenarios.  

                                              
16 As before, the colormap in the figure shows Fog resource consumption. Data displayed on the 3D 

axes on top are also projected to 2D in the three plots at the bottom of the figure. 
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With respect to the Cloud paradigm, the Fog introduces new problems, mainly due 

to its pervasive geo-distribution and heterogeneity, need for connection-awareness, dy-

namicity and support to interactions with the IoT, that were not taken into account by 

previous work (e.g., [25], [26], [27]). Particularly, some efforts in Cloud computing 

considered non-functional requirements (mainly e.g., [28], [29]) or uncertainty of exe-

cution (as in Fog nodes) and security risks among interactive and interdependent com-

ponents (e.g., [30]). Only recently, [31] has been among the first attempts to consider 

linking services and networks QoS by proposing a QoS- and connection-aware Cloud 

service composition approach to satisfy end-to-end QoS requirements in the Cloud. 

Many domain-specific languages (DSLs) have been proposed in the context of 

Cloud computing to describe applications and resources, e.g. TOSCA YAML [24] or 

JSON-based CloudML [32]. We aim not to bind to any particular standard for what 

concerns the specification of software/hardware offerings so that the proposed approach 

stays general and can potentially exploit suitable extensions (with respect to QoS and 

IoT) of such DSLs. Also, solutions to automatically provision and configure software 

components in Cloud (or multi-Cloud) scenarios are currently used by the DevOps 

community to automate application deployment or to lead deployment design choices 

(e.g., Puppet [33] and Chef [34]). 

In the context of IoT deployments, formal modelling approaches have been re-

cently exploited to achieve connectivity and coverage optimization [35][36], improved 

resource exploitation of Wireless Sensors Networks [37], and to estimate reliability and 

cost of service compositions [38].  

Our research aims at complementing those efforts, by describing the interactions 

among software components and IoT devices at a higher level of abstraction to achieve 
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informed segmentation of applications through the Fog – that was not addressed by 

previous work. 

9.5.2 Fog Application Deployment Support 

To the best of our knowledge, few approaches have been proposed so far to specifically 

model Fog infrastructures and applications, as well as to determine and compare eligi-

ble deployments for an application to an Fog infrastructure under different metrics. [39] 

aims at evaluating service latency and energy consumption of the new Fog paradigm 

applied to the IoT, as compared to traditional Cloud scenarios. The model of [39], how-

ever, deals only with the behavior of software already deployed over Fog infrastruc-

tures. 

iFogSim [40] is one of the most promising prototypes to simulate resource man-

agement and scheduling policies applicable to Fog environments with respect to their 

impact on latency, energy consumption and operational cost. The focus of iFogSim 

model is mainly on stream-processing applications and hierarchical tree-like infrastruc-

tures, to be mapped either Cloud-only or Edge-ward so to compare results. In Section 

9.5.4, we will show how iFogSim and FogTorchΠ can be used complementarily to solve 

deployment challenges. 

Building on top of iFogSim, [41] compares different task scheduling policies, con-

sidering user mobility, optimal Fog resource utilization and response time. [42] presents 

a distributed approach to cost-effective application placement, at varying workload con-

ditions, with the objective of optimizing operational cost across the entire infrastruc-

ture. Apropos, [43] introduces a hierarchy-based technique to dynamically manage and 

migrate applications between Cloud and Fog nodes. They exploit message passing 

among local and global node managers to guarantee QoS and cost constraints are met. 
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Similarly, [44] leverages the concept of Fog colonies [45] for scheduling tasks to Fog 

infrastructures, whilst minimizing response times. [46] provides a first methodology for 

probabilistic record-based resource estimation to mitigate resource underutilization, to 

enhance the QoS of provisioned IoT services. 

All the aforementioned approaches are limited to monolithic or DAG applica-

tion topologies and do not take into account QoS for the component-component and 

component-Thing interactions, nor historical data about Fog infrastructure or deploy-

ment behavior. Furthermore, the attempts to explicitly target and support with predic-

tive methodologies the decision-making process to deploy IoT applications to the Fog 

did not consider matching of application components to the best virtual instance (Vir-

tual Machine or container), depending on expressed preferences (e.g., cost or energy 

targets) in this work. 

9.5.3 Cost Models 

Whilst pricing models for the Cloud are quite established (e.g., [18] and references 

therein), they do not account for costs generated by the exploitation of IoT devices. 

Cloud pricing models are generally divided into two types, pay-per-use and subscrip-

tion-based schemes. In [18], based on given user workload requirements, a Cloud bro-

ker chooses a best VM instance among several cloud providers. The total cost of de-

ployment is calculated considering hardware requirements such as number of CPU 

cores, VM types, time duration, type of instance (reserved or pre-emptible), etc. 

On the other hand, IoT providers normally process the sensory data coming 

from the IoT devices and sell the processed information as value added service to the 

users. [19] shows how they can also act as brokers, acquiring data from different owners 
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and selling bundles. The authors of [19] also considered the fact that different IoT pro-

viders can federate their services and create new offers for their end-users. Such end-

users are then empowered to estimate the total cost of using IoT services by comparing 

pay-per-use and subscription-based offers, depending upon their data demand.  

More recently, [47] proposed a cost model for IoT+Cloud scenario. Considering 

parameters such as the type and number of sensors, number of data request and uptime 

of VM, their cost model can estimate the cost of running an application over a certain 

period of time. In Fog scenarios, however, there is a need to compute IoT costs at a 

finer level, also accounting for data-transfer costs (i.e., event-based). 

Other recent studies tackle akin challenges from an infrastructural perspective ei-

ther focusing on scalable algorithms for QoS-aware placement of microdata centers 

[48], on optimal placement of data and storage nodes that ensures low latencies and 

maximum throughput, optimizing costs [49], or on the exploitation of genetic algo-

rithms to place intelligent access points at the edge of the network [50]. 

To the best of our knowledge, our attempt to model costs in the Fog scenario is 

the first that extends Cloud pricing schemes to the Fog layer and integrates them with 

costs that are typical of IoT deployments. 

9.5.4 Comparing iFogSim and FogTorchΠ 

iFogSim [40] is a simulation tool for Fog computing scenarios. In this section, we com-

pare how both iFogSim and FogTorchΠ can be used together to solve the same input 

scenario (i.e., infrastructure and application). We do so by assessing whether the results 

of FogTorchΠ are in line with the results obtained with iFogSim. In this section, we 

retake the VR Game case study employed for iFogSim in [40], execute FogTorchΠ over 

it, and then compare the results obtained by both prototypes. 
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The VR Game is a latency sensitive smartphone application which allows multiple 

players to interact with each other through EEG sensors. It is a multi-component appli-

cation consisting of three components (viz., client, coordinator and concentrator) (Fig-

ure 9.11). To allow players to interact in real time, the application demands a high level 

of QoS (i.e., minimum latency) in between components. The infrastructure to host the 

application consists of single cloud node, an ISP proxy, several gateways and 

smartphones connected to EEG sensors (Figure 9.12). The number of gateways is var-

iable and can be set (to 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16), while the number of smartphones connected to 

each gateway remains constant (viz., 4).  

 

Figure 9.11. VR Game Application. 

 

For the given input application and infrastructure, iFogSim produces and simu-

lates a single deployment (either cloud-only or edge-wards [40]) that satisfies all the 

specified hardware and software requirements. Simulation captures tuple exchange 

among components in the application, as in an actual deployment. This enables admin-

istrators to compare the average latency of the time-sensitive control loop ⟨EEG-client-
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concentrator-client-screen⟩ when adopting a Cloud-only or an edge-wards deployment 

strategy.  

On the other hand, FogTorchΠ produces various eligible deployments17 for the 

same input to choose from.  Indeed, FogTorchΠ outputs a set of 25 eligible deployments 

depending on variations in the number of gateways used in the infrastructure.  

 

Figure 9.12. VR Game Infrastructure18. 

 

                                              
17 https://github.com/di-unipi-socc/FogTorchPI/tree/multithreaded/re-
sults/VRGAME18 
18 We assume that end-to-end communication links in the infrastructure have latency equal to the sum 

of latencies in the path they traverse. 
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As shown in Table 9.4, FogTorchΠ output mainly includes edge-wards deploy-

ments for the VR game application example. This is very in line with the results ob-

tained with iFogSim in [40], where Cloud-only deployments perform much worse than 

edge-wards ones (especially when the number of involved devices – smartphones and 

gateways –  increases). Also, the only output deployments that exploit the Cloud as per 

FogTorchΠ results over this example are Δ2 and Δ5, featuring a very low QoS-assur-

ance (< 1%).  

Table 9.4. Result of FogTorchΠ for the VR Game. 

 
 Number of Gateways 

Deployment 
ID 

Clients Concentrator Coordinator 1 2 4 8 16 

 

Smartphones 
 

Gateway 1 ISP Proxy x x    

 ISP Proxy Cloud x     

 Gateway 1 Gateway 1 x x    

 ISP Proxy Gateway 1 x x x x x 

 Gateway 1 Cloud x     

 ISP Proxy ISP Proxy x x x x x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 2  x x x x 

 Gateway 2 Gateway 2  x    

 Gateway 2 Gateway 1  x    

 Gateway 2 ISP Proxy  x    

 Gateway 1 Gateway 2  x    

 ISP Proxy Gateway 4   x x x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 3   x x x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 5    x x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 7    x x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 6    x x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 8    x x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 16     x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 15     x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 14     x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 13     x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 12     x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 11     x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 9     x 

 ISP Proxy Gateway 10     x 

Execution time (seconds)19  4 10 26 89 410 

 

                                              
19 Run with 𝑤 = 2 on a dual-core Intel i5-6500 @ 3.2 GHz, 8GB RAM. 
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As per [40], iFogSim does not yet feature performance prediction capabilities – 

such as the one implemented by FogTorchΠ – in its current version. However, such 

functionalities can be implemented by exploiting the monitoring layer offered by the 

tool, also including a knowledge base which conserves historical data about the infra-

structure behavior. 

Summing up, iFogSim and FogTorchΠ can be seen as somewhat complementary 

tools designed to help end-users in choosing how to deploy their Fog applications by 

first predicting properties of a given deployment beforehand and by, afterward, being 

able to simulate most promising deployment candidates for any arbitrary time duration. 

The possibility of integrating predicting features of FogTorchΠ with simulation features 

of iFogSim is indeed in the scope of future research directions (Section 9.6).   

9.6 Future Research Directions 

We see several directions for future work on FogTorchΠ. A first direction could be 

including other dimensions and predicted metrics to evaluate eligible deployments, to 

refine search algorithms and to enrich input and output expressiveness. Particularly, it 

would be interesting to: 

• introduce estimates of energy consumption as a characterizing metric for 

eligible deployments, possibly evaluating its impact – along with financial 

costs – on SLAs and business models in Fog scenarios, 

• account for security constraints on secure communication, access control 

to nodes and components, and trust in different providers, and 

• mobility of Fog nodes and IoT devices, with a particular focus on how an 

eligible deployment can opportunistically exploit the (local) available ca-

pabilities or guarantee resilience to churn. 
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Another direction is to tame the exponential complexity of FogTorch algorithms 

to scale better over large infrastructures, by leading search with improved heuristics 

and by approximating metrics estimation.  

A further direction could be to apply multi-objective optimization techniques in 

order to rank eligible deployments as per the estimated metrics and performance indi-

cators, so to automate the selection of a (set of) deployment(s) that best meet end-user 

targets and application requirements. 

The reuse of the methodologies designed for FogTorchΠ to generate deployments 

to be simulated in iFogSim is at study. This will permit to compare the predicted metrics 

generated by FogTorchΠ against the simulation results obtained with iFogSim, and it 

would provide a better validation to our prototype.  

Finally, Fog computing lacks medium to large scale test-bed deployments (i.e., 

infrastructure and applications) to test devised approaches. Last, but not least, it would 

be interesting to further engineer FogTorchΠ and to assess the validity of the prototype 

over an experimental lifelike testbed that is currently at study. 

9.7 Conclusions 

In this chapter, after discussing some of the fundamental issues related to Fog applica-

tion deployment, we presented the FogTorchΠ prototype, as a first attempt to empower 

Fog application deployers with predictive tools that permit to determine and compare 

eligible context-, QoS- and cost-aware deployments of composite applications to Fog 

infrastructures. To do so, FogTorchΠ considers processing (e.g., CPU, RAM, storage, 

software), QoS (e.g., latency, bandwidth) and financial constraints that are relevant for 

real-time Fog applications.  
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To the best of our knowledge, FogTorchΠ is the first prototype capable of estimat-

ing the QoS-assurance of composite Fog applications deployments based on probability 

distributions of bandwidth and latency featured by end-to-end communication links. 

FogTorchΠ also estimates resource consumption in the Fog layer, which can be used to 

minimize the exploitation of certain Fog nodes with respect to others, depending on the 

user needs. Finally, it embeds a novel cost model to estimate multi-component applica-

tion deployment cost to IoT+Fog+Cloud infrastructures. The model considers various 

cost parameters (hardware, software and IoT), and extends Cloud computing cost mod-

els to the Fog computing paradigm, whilst taking into account costs associated to the 

usage of IoT devices and services. 

The potential of FogTorchΠ has been illustrated by discussing its application to a 

smart building Fog application, performing what-if analyses at design time, including 

changes in QoS featured by communication links and looking for the best trade-off 

among QoS-assurance, resource consumption and cost. 

Needless to say, the future of predictive tools for Fog computing application de-

ployment has just started and much remains to understand how to suitably balance be-

tween different types of requirements so to make the involved stakeholders aware of 

the choices to be made throughout application deployment. 
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